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Abstract—A key objective in multiview learning is to model
the information common to multiple parallel views of a class of
objects/events to improve downstream tasks such as classification
and clustering. In this context, two open research challenges remain; achieving scalability: how can we incorporate information
from hundreds of views per event into a model? and being
view-agnostic: how to learn robust multiview representations
without knowledge of how these views are acquired? In this
work, we study a neural method based on multiview correlation
to capture the information shared across a large number of
views by subsampling them in a view-agnostic manner during
training. We analyze the error of this bootstrapped multiview
correlation objective using matrix concentration theory to provide an upper bound on the number of views to subsample for
a given embedding dimension. Our experiments on a diverse
set of audio and visual tasks—multi-channel acoustic activity
classification, spoken word recognition, 3D object classification,
and pose-invariant face recognition—demonstrate the robustness
of view bootstrapping to model a large number of views. Results
and analysis underscore the applicability of our method for a
view-agnostic learning setting.

Fig. 1. multiview data includes observations acquired by recording an
underlying event or object in its various presentations. For example, images
acquired from different angles can be used as multiview data to learn a holistic
model of the observed object (vis-www.cs.umass.edu/mvcnn).

to capture its various presentations. For example, a chair
photographed at different angles (see Fig. 1) or a sound event
like laughing captured in different acoustic environments. The
objective of multiview learning is to learn vector representations
or embeddings that are discriminative of the underlying
I. I NTRODUCTION
phenomena by explicitly factoring in or disentangling out the
Human perception, expression, and interactions represent shared correspondence between many views. These embeddings
rich multisensory experiences. We perceive and process our can provide robust features for subsequent downstream learning;
surroundings through the seemingly distinct senses of sight, for example, supervised tasks such as text-to-image retrieval
sound, smell, taste, and touch that interact and collaborate [4] and bilingual word embeddings for machine translation [5].
closely, enabling us to better understand our surroundings They can also be used in an unsupervised fashion to uncover
and interactions. Shi and Müeller best articulated this phe- the inherent structure in multiview data; for example, learning
nomenon [1]:
common components from brain signals such as EEG [6] across
“Surrounded by multiple objects and events receiving multisensory
individuals. Here, data from each person engaged in the same
stimulation, our brain must sort through relevant and irrelevant
activity represents a different view of the underlying cognitive
multimodal signals to correctly decode and represent the informaprocess. Another application is mapping individual differences
tion from the same and different objects and, respectively, events
in the physical world.”
in cortical brain structures from functional MRI acquired while
Much like the process through which humans learn by a participant is resting or performing a task [7].
reconciling different views of information that may appear
Multiview learning solutions have explored various ways
conflicting [2], data from different views contain both contrast- to model the correspondence between views to leverage the
ing and complementary knowledge that can be used to develop knowledge across them. In a taxonomy proposed by a recent
robust machine perception. In many technology applications, survey by Li et al., [8], three broad (but overlapping) categories
we often rely on data from multiple views of an object/event in were identified: subspace alignment, generative modeling and
order to learn its representation in a reliable and comprehensive fusion-based methods. The present work can be considered
manner. This class of machine learning problems is referred to a subspace alignment method, which deals with learning
as multiview learning. A distinguishing feature of this paradigm projections between two or more views to estimate a subspace
is that the different views of an object/event share an association that maximizes their similarity. Another taxonomy proposed
or a correspondence that can be exploited to build more in [9] identified co-training, co-regularization and margin
informed models to represent the underlying phenomenon [3]. consistency as three non-overlapping categories to organize
We define a view as data sampled from observing an multiview learning methods. Per this taxonomy, our present
object/event at different states or with different instruments work falls under the co-regularization category. While the
Index Terms—multiview learning, shared subspace representation, multimodal learning, view-agnostic.
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former taxonomy is organized based on the end-use application our framework can be used to learn discriminative embeddings
(representation learning vs. synthesis vs. supervised classifi- by extracting the shared information between the views without
cation), the latter focuses on the general structure of the loss the need for labels. This allows our framework to also be
functions used for modeling. Many methods (e.g., [10], [11]) in applied in a self-supervised fashion [13].
this category learn multiview representations by estimating at
To illustrate these benefits, consider the task of detecting
least one distinct projection per view; consequently, the model audio events in a conference room with multiple microphones
complexity scales at least linearly with the number of views. (mics) distributed across the space. The recordings from
Such methods often assume that the view information (for different mics serve as multiple views observing the events
example, face pose angle of 45◦ ) is available for the samples occurring in the room in the audio domain. This is a “natural”
in the training dataset, and sometimes for the probing samples example for our multiview paradigm as a correspondence can
during inference, thus requiring to collect information about be constructed using the timestamps of the recordings from
how the different views were acquired. When the inference each mic. We do not need to know the relative location of
is performed in an view-agnostic fashion, such methods often the mics with respect to the room or the type of the sensors
suffer from “view-discrepancy” [11] and show a drop in used. The multiview embeddings of such data can then be used
performance for tasks such as face recognition. Considering the to detect audio events in a data-driven fashion; for example,
sheer scale of multiview datasets—both with respect to the data discriminating between talking, laughing, silence and applause.
size and number of views per event—two critical questions
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II,
remain: how can we model hundreds of views of an event? we discuss the relevant background for the multiview learning
and, can we learn the multiview representations effectively challenges addressed in this work. In section III, we review the
in a view-agnostic fashion? i.e., when the view acquisition multiview correlation objective we proposed originally in [12]
information is absent.
and discuss the view bootstrapping approach, followed by a
In our previous preliminary work in [12], we proposed a theoretical analysis in section IV. In Section V, we present an
multiview correlation objective to learn a shared subspace empirical analysis to understand how the proposed objective
across multiple views in a dataset. Therein, data from different evolves during training as well as benchmark our framework
views are transformed using identical neural networks to for two audio tasks and two vision tasks posed in the multiview
obtain view-invariant embeddings, which were shown to be setup. Finally we discuss some future work and conclusions
discriminative of the underlying event. In the present work, we of the proposed framework in Section VI.
advance this framework along three directions:
II. R ELATED W ORK
1) We present a theoretical analysis of our method called
In this section, we review relevant existing work to contexview bootstrapping applied during training that allows to
incorporate a large number of views within the multiview tualize the two research questions central to this paper: how
correlation objective. We derive an upper bound for do multiview learning models scale with an increasing number
the error of the bootstrapped objective that relates the of views and whether they can operate in a view-agnostic
number of views needed at each training iteration to the setting. We also discuss how multiview learning can be seen as
embedding dimension. This result is significant because it analogous to domain adaptation and highlight the differences
allows us to determine the overall network size required between multiview and multi-modal problem formulations.
to learn an embedding of certain dimension.
2) We conduct empirical analyses to understand why the A. Subspace alignment for more than two views
learnt embeddings using this method are discriminative
As mentioned in Sec. I, our proposed framework can be
of the underlying phenomena, using the case study of
considered a subspace alignment method using the taxonidentifying sound events using multi-channel audio.
omy presented in [8]. Subspace alignment methods can be
3) We conduct experiments in the audio and visual domains
further classified into correlation-based and metric-learning
to benchmark the performance of view-bootstrapping
methods [14]. In correlation-based methods, the objective is
for downstream learning tasks. Specifically, to assess
to learn a projection space between two or more views that
if our framework generalizes to views and objects not
aims to maximize a measure of correlation between them. One
seen during training, and in the presence of variable
of the earliest works within this class of methods is canonical
number of views per event. We highlight its applicability
correlation analysis (CCA [15]). It finds a linear transformation
for modeling a large number of views, across diverse
between two sets of variables such that their projections are
settings, particularly in a view-agnostic fashion.
maximally correlated. By definition, CCA is constrained to two
There are several practical benefits of the proposed frame- sets of variables. Later, five different variants were proposed
work. During training, we only need some basis to assume in [16] to extend CCA for multiple variables by considering
that the sample of views considered at each iteration have the sum of pairwise correlations. Subsequently, kernel version
an implicit correspondence. Furthermore, it is view agnostic, [17] and deep learning based methods [18], [19] were also
i.e., we do not need to know how the various views were proposed to estimate non-linear projections to learn maximally
obtained, only that they generally observe the same set of correlated subspaces.
events. Finally, we do not need to know the total number of
Metric learning in this domain involves learning a measurable
semantic classes/categories of the events being observed. Thus, subspace to maximize the similarity between multiple views for
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Fig. 2. Schematic of view bootstrapping for multiview shared subspace learning. Inset: example subnetwork architecture. The central idea of our proposal
is that multiview representations from a large number of views M can be modeled by randomly subsampling a small number of views m at each training
iteration. Data from each of the subsampled views is used to train m identical networks to maximize the multiview correlation objective. After network
convergence, the shared subspace representations are captured by the last layer embeddings.

a given object/event. Several metric-learning based methods B. View-agnostic multiview learning
have been proposed to extend CCA for multiple views by
The subspace methods discussed thus far assume that the
learning view-specific or view-invariant transformations of view information is readily available during training and testing.
the input data. Two prominent examples include the gener- For instance, GMA and MvDA estimate a within-class scatter
alized CCA (GCCA, [20]) and multiview CCA [21]. GCCA matrix specific to each view. In practice, view information may
incorporates data from more than two views by learning an not be available for the probe data (e.g., pose angle of a face
orthonormal transformation that is “close to” (in terms of the during testing) making it difficult to choose the view-specific
angle between the subspaces) all the individual views. The transformation to apply during inference. A promising direction
transformation is additionally constrained by a view-specific to address this problem was proposed in [27], [28]. Here, the
matrix. A deep learning extension to GCCA was proposed in need for view information of the probe sample was eliminated
[22] to learn nonlinear transformations of high-dimensional by estimating a low-rank subspace representation that can
datasets. Another metric learning approach called multiview bridge the view-specific and view-invariant representations.
discriminative bilinear projection (MDBP [14]) was proposed Another recent study examined 3D shape reconstruction [29]
to learn shared subspaces between multiview time series. A using multiview 2D images invariant to the order in which
few prominent applications of these methods include learning the 2D images are acquired. A permutation layer was used to
correlated components from brain signals across individuals [6] promote information exchange between the variable views
and phoneme recognition using speech features and articulatory thereby ensuring an order-invariant reconstruction. While
information [18].
both methods present interesting ideas to build view-agnostic
Subspace alignment methods were also extended to a frameworks, they still need a single transformation per view.
supervised setting by learning a discriminative multiview As such, they scale linearly with the number of views and
subspace, treating the label space as an additional view [22]. fail to incorporate information from a large number of views,
Prominent examples of this idea include generalized multiview particularly when the size of training data is limited.
analysis (GMA, [10]), partial least squares regression based
A related group of studies in this space focus on multiview
methods [23] and multiview discriminant analysis (MvDA, clustering. A few prominent works include subspace clustering
[24]). They were effectively used for applications such as image based methods for multiview data [5], [30], iterative views
captioning and pose-invariant face recognition where labeled agreement [31] and spectral clustering based methods [32].
data is available for training. However, the generalizability of These methods use vector representations of either raw images
these methods to hundreds of views remains to be explored. (for image datasets such as MNIST) or pretrained features
The central premise of this class of methods is that a as input to learn the low-rank representation across multiple
shared subspace can be learnt because of the correspondence views, which is the common subspace representation. Most of
between the multiple views in the data and such a subspace these methods not only need a low-dimensional representation
representation is inherently discriminative [25]. Many of these as input but also require view correspondence during training.
methods, in their linear version, have a global optimum which Thus, they do not scale well for large-scale, high-dimensional
can be solved using singular value decomposition [22] or datasets. For example, in [31], the experiments are performed
eigenvalue decomposition [25], [18], [14]. Local optima often on datasets of most 30,000 samples and features such as color
arise because of the assumption of a graph Laplacian kernel histograms and SIFT as individual views where the models
(e.g., multiview clustering, [26]) or through the use of deep cannot be trained in a view-agnostic fashion because of the
learning framework [22]. In most of these methods, the number variable dimensionality of the different views. In contrast to
of learnable parameters scale at least linearly with the number these works, in our proposed method we propose a loss function
of views [26]. Thus, these methods do not scale well when which can be applied within a deep learning framework to
working with a large number (> 10) of views.
learn low-dimensional multiview shared subspace embeddings
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in a view-agnostic fashion for high-dimensional data.
words spoken by different speakers or repeated by the same
Several deep generative methods have been proposed for speaker can be assumed to be drawn from similarly/identically
multi-view synthesis in a view-agnostic manner (see a detailed distributed processes. The signal component common to these
review in [33]). Here, the task is referred to as novel-view processes gives a robust representation of the wakeword.
synthesis. Notably, an end-to-end trainable model was proposed
In this work, we focus on the set of multiview problems,
in [34] to synthesize a novel view by learning from multiple specifically to learn embeddings that capture the shared inforviewpoints without any 3D supervision. More recently, a self- mation across the views. The premise that multiple views can
consistent generative network was proposed in [35] which be modeled as samples from identically distributed processes
consists of an encoder-decoder framework to reconstruct the allows us to adapt our framework for applications that need
input views from the synthesized novel-view, thus preserving to scale to hundreds of views (e.g., wake-word recognition
the consistency of the views. While these methods are genera- invariant to speakers). It also facilitates the theoretical analysis
tive models, our proposed method is a discriminative learning of our proposed objective. While it should be noted that
method that seeks to capture the shared representation across the methods explored in this work may not be directly
multiple views, predictive of the underlying event.
applied to multimodal problems, where we are generally
interested to capture both modality-specific and modalityshared representations, the theory developed in this work
C. Multiview paradigm for domain adaptation
can be extended to other methods such as GMA [10] and
A recent survey [36] presented a unified learning framework
multiview deep network [11] for the broader class of multimapping out the similarities between multiview learning and
modal problems.
domain adaptation. Typical domain adaptation methods seek
domain-invariant representations which are analogous to viewIII. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION AND O PTIMIZATION
invariant representations if we treat different domains as views.
We first review the multiview correlation (MV-CORR)
The benefit of the multiview paradigm in this context is that
the variability associated with multiple views can be “washed objective we developed in [12]. Next, we consider practical
out” to represent the shared information across the views and aspects for using this objective in a deep learning framework
followed by view-bootstrapping. Then, we develop a theoretical
discriminate the underlying classes.
This analogy is particularly useful in the domain of analysis for the error of the bootstrapped MV-CORR objective.
speech/audio processing for applications such as wake-word
recognition [37]. Here, a conversational assistant needs to A. Multiview Correlation (MV-CORR)
recognize a keyword (e.g., “Alexa”, “OK Google”, “Siri”) no
Consider N samples of d-dimensional features sampled
matter who says it or where it is said (i.e., the background
by observing an object/event from M different views. Let
acoustic conditions). Methods based on joint factor analysis
Xl ∈ Rd×N : l = 1, ..., M , be the data matrix for the l-th view
[38] and total variability modeling [39] were used to obtain
with columns as mean zero features. We can use the same
speaker-dependent and speaker-independent factors to build
feature dimension d across all views because we assume that
robust models in such domain adaption settings. In our recent
that the multiple views are sampled from identical distributions
work, we showed that a more robust speech representation can
(see Sec. II-D). We describe the MV-CORR objective in the
be obtained by explicitly modeling different utterances of a
context of CCA. The premise of applying CCA-like approaches
word as multiple views [12].
to multiview learning is that the inherent variability associated
with a semantic class is uncorrelated across multiple views to
D. Views vs. Modalities
represent the signal shared across the views. For M = 2, CCA
To further contextualize the scope of problems we consider finds projections of same dimensions v1 and v2 in the direction
for experiments and analysis, we delineate two kinds of allied that maximizes the correlation between them. Formally,
but distinct learning formulations: multiview and multi-modal
v1> Σ12 v2
(v1∗ , v2∗ ) = argmax p
(1)
problems following the ideas proposed in a recent survey [36].
v1> Σ11 v1 v2> Σ22 v2
v1 ,v2 ∈Rd
Although, in related work of these domains, the two terms—
views and modalities—are used interchangeably (see sur- where Σ12 is the cross-covariance and Σ11 , Σ22 are the
veys [8], [36], [40]), they present distinct modeling challenges covariance terms for the two views. To extend the CCA
and opportunities if we consider the source from which they are formulation for more than two views, we consider the sum of
generally acquired. Multiple views of an event can be modeled all pairwise covariance terms. That is, find an (orthonormal)
as samples drawn from identically distributed random processes; projection matrix W ∈ Rk×d with k ≤ d that maximizes the
for example, a chair photographed from different angles (see ratio of the sum of between-view over within-view covariances:

Fig. 1). In contrast, the individual modalities in multi-modal
>
W > X1 X>
2 + . . . + XM −1 XM W
∗

W = argmax
(2)
data need not arise from identically distributed processes; for
>
W > X1 X>
W
1 + . . . + XM XM W
example, person’s identity from their voice, speech and pose.
This functional distinction also helps us to formulate some We refer to the numerator and denominator covariance sums
domain adaptation problems in a multiview paradigm. For in Eq. 2 as between-view covariance Rb and within-view
example, consider the case of spoken word recognition where covariance Rw which are sums of M (M − 1) and M
we need to recognize a wake word such as “Alexa”. The covariance terms, respectively. The scaling factor M (N − 1)
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layer of d neurons which is the embedding layer (see green
blocks in Fig. 2). Let Hl = fl (Xl ) ∈ Rd×N be the activations
from the embedding layer where N is now the batch size.
For optimization, in each batch we estimate the between- and
within-view covariances Rb and Rw using Hl , l = 1, . . . , M
and compute the loss in Eq. 4 by estimating W at each iteration.
The
transformation W is obtained by solving the generalized
>
1
W Rb W
Λ = max
s.t. W> W = I
(3) eigenvalue (GEV) problem using Cholesky decomposition.
>
W M − 1 W Rw W
Below, we discuss a few other considerations for implementing
A version of this ratio of covariances has been considered in this objective in a deep learning framework:
several related multiview learning methods. One of the earliest
Total view covariance: For a large number of views M ,
works by [41] presented a similar formulation for scalars, also estimating R in each batch is expensive as it is O(M 2 ). We
b
referred to as multi-set CCA in a recent work [6]. For a different instead compute a total-view covariance term R which only
t
application, a version of this ratio known as the intraclass cor- involves estimating a single covariance for the sum of all
relation coefficient [42] has been extensively used to quantify views and is O(M ), and then estimate R = R − R . See
b
t
w
test-retest repeatability (e.g., studying fMRI measures [43]). supplementary method S4 for the complete proof.
Notice that this ratio is similar to the use of between-class
 M
 X
>
M
and within-class scatter matrices in linear discriminant analysis
1 X
Rt = Rb + Rw =
Xl
(5)
Xl
(LDA, [44]) and more recently in multiview methods such as
M
l=1
l=1
GMA and MvDA.
The primary difference of our formulation from subspace
Choosing batch size: A sample size of O(d log d) is sufficient
alignment methods such as CCA and LDA is that MV-CORR
to approximate the sample covariance matrix of a general
does not consider the class information explicitly while estimatdistribution in Rd [46]. Thus we choose a batch size of N =
ing the covariance matrices. We only assume that samples from
ceil(d log d) for a network with d-dimensional embeddings. In
different views are correlated i.e., they share a correspondence
practice, choosing N ≈ 2d was sufficient in general to achieve
because they observe the same underlying event. Additionally,
a healthy model convergence.
we consider the sum of covariances for all pairs of views,
Regularize Rw : Maximizing ρM (Eq. 4) corresponds to
eliminating the need for view-specific transformation (used in
maximizing the mean of eigenvalues of R−1
w Rb . Estimating
methods such as GCCA) which enables us to learn the shared
Rw with rank deficient Hl may lead to spuriously high ρ. One
subspace W in a view-agnostic manner. On the downside, we
solution is to truncate the eigenspace W. However, this will
can only represent the shared information common to multiple
reduce the number of directions of separability in the data.
views and discard view-specific information which may be
To retain the full dimensionality of the covariance matrix, we
of interest for some multiview applications. For example,
use “shrinkage” regularization [47] for Rw with a parameter
predicting face pose angles.
ν = 0.2 and normalized trace parameter λ̄ = Tr(Rw ) as
R̃w = (1 − ν)Rw + ν λ̄Id /d. The choice of ν is consistent
B. Implementation and practical considerations
with the experiments in our previous work [12].
Using ideas similar to the deep variants of CCA [18]
Loss function is bounded: The objective ρM is the average
and LDA [45], we can use deep neural networks (DNN) of d eigenvalues obtained by solving GEV. We can analytically
to learn nonlinear transformations of the multiview data to show that this objective is bounded above by 1 (see suppleobtain (possibly) low-dimensional representations. In Eq. 3, mentary methods S5). Thus, during training, we minimize the
the solution W jointly diagonalizes the two covariances Rb loss 1 − ρM to avoid trivial solutions.
and Rw because W is their common eigenspace. Thus, we
Inference: Maximizing ρ leads to maximally correlated
use the trace (Tr) form of Eq. 3 to fashion a loss function, ρM embeddings. Thus, during inference, we only need to extract
for batch optimization for data from M views.
embeddings from one of the subnetworks. The proposed
loss ensures that the different embeddings are maximally
>
1
Tr(W Rb W)
ρM = max
s.t. W> W = I
correlated. We conducted simulation experiments to validate
>
W d(M − 1) Tr(W Rw W)
(4) this assumption (see supplementary methods S6).
common to the covariance terms is omitted from the ratio. We
can estimate the covariance as a cross product without loss of
generality because we assume the feature columns in Xl to be
mean-zero. We now define a multiview correlation matrix Λ as
the normalized ratio of between- and within-view covariance
matrices [12]:

The DNN framework for MV-CORR consists of one network
per view l, referred to as a subnetwork denoted by fl , l = 1 : M .
The architecture of the subnetwork is the same for multiple
views as the nature of the input data is same across views
(e.g., speech from different mics in a room). Because we
do not assume to have the relation between the views, we
model the data from each view separately to learn a shared
subspace across them. As such, the weights are not shared
across the subnetworks at any layer. The output from the topmost layer of each subnetwork is passed to a fully-connected

IV. V IEW B OOTSTRAPPING : A T HEORETICAL A NALYSIS
In the MV-CORR model described thus far, incorporating a
large number of views would need one subnetwork per view,
which is not practical for scaling up to hundreds of views.
To address this issue, we propose view bootstrapping. The
schematic of the overall method is shown in Figure 2. Here,
we construct a network with m subnetworks and sample with
replacement a small number of views m  M to model data
with M views. View-agnostic training can be ensured by not
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keeping track of which views were sampled for a specific
subnetwork. Formally, the bootstrapped objective is:
ρ∗ = Em∼U (1,M ) ρm ≈ ρM

(6)

The intuition behind our view bootstrapping lies in the
law of large numbers applied to the covariance matrices
in Eq. 4. Let Σb and Σw denote the true between- and
within-view covariance matrices which are estimated by Rb
and Rw respectively for M views as in the numerator and
(m)
(m)
denominator of Eq. 2. Let R{b} and Rw denote the betweenand within-view covariances estimated from a subset of m
views. Asymptotically, with a large M and as m → M ,
(m)
using law of large numbers we have Em Rb
→ Σb and
(m)
Em Rw → Σw . In practice, the number of available view
samples is finite and the total number of views possible is often
unknown. Thus, we are interested in understanding how the
covariances behave in a non-asymptotic setting. Toward this
end, we analyze the estimate ρm with respect to the optimum
ρ∗ = d−1 Tr(W> Σb W)/ Tr(W> Σw W) where we assume
the total number of views used to estimate Σs is unknown.
Theorem IV.1. Let X = [A(1) , . . . , A(N ) ] be the m × d matrices of m views subsampled from an unknown number of views
M . Let the rows Al of the view matrices A be independent
subgaussian vectors in Rd with kAl k2 = 1 : l = 1, . . . , m.
Then for any t ≥ 0, with probability at least 1 − 2 exp(−ct2 ),
we have


m2
ρm ≤ max 1, C √
ρ∗
( d + t)2
Here, ρm and ρ∗ are the MV-CORR objectives for subsampled
views m and the total number of views M respectively. The
constants c and C depend only on the subgaussian norm K
(i)
of the view space with K = max Al
i,l

ψ2

Proof sketch. Here we provide a sketch of the main elements
in the proof. See supplementary methods sections S1–S3 for the
complete proof. We begin with the trace ratio in the expression
for the subsampled MV-CORR objective ρm (see Eq. 4). The
terms Rb and Rw now denote covariance matrices for m views.
Using the properties of trace and spectral norm, we can rewrite
the expression of the corresponding ρm as:
ρm =

Tr(W> Rb W)
hRb + Σb − Σb , WW> i
=
>
Tr(W Rw W)
hRw + Σw − Σw , WW> i
hΣb , WW> i + kRt − Σt k + kRw − Σw k
≤
hΣw , WW> i − kRw − Σw k

[A(1) , . . . , A(N ) ] using the features as rows in the viewmatrices A; this allows us to express covariance of zeromean feature matrices as A> A instead of a cross product.
Furthermore, using the assumption that the different view
matrices A are identically distributed, we have:
δw =
≤

N
X
1 (i)> (i)
A
A − EA(i)> A(i)
m
i=1
N
X
i=1

1 >
1 (i)> (i)
≤N
A
A − Σ(i)
A A − Σw
w
m
m

1
The term m
A> A − Σw has been extensively studied
for the case of isotropic distributions i.e., Σw = I in matrix
concentration theory [46]. Here, we obtain a bound for the
general case of Σw and show that δw = kRw − Σw k is
O(d/m); see Supplementary methods S1 for the detailed proof.
Similarly, we can show that δt = kRt − Σt k ≤ m. The
intuition here is that Rt is sum of m view vectors, hence
it concentrates as O(m); see Supplementary method S2 for
the detailed proof. Using these results and the fact that we
always choose an embedding dimension d greater than m, we
can prove that ρm is O(m2 /d).

This result is significant because we can now show that, to
obtain d-dimensional
√ multiview embeddings, we only need to
subsample m ≤ d number of views from the larger set of
views. Note that the error estimate is independent of the total
number of views M which in practice may not be available at
the time of training. We only need to pick the embedding
dimension d which can inform the choice of the number
of subnetworks. For example, to estimate a 64-dimensional
embedding, we would need to sample at most 8 views. In
other words, the DNN architecture in this case would have
8 subnetworks or fewer. Another factor to consider that is
not expressed in the theorem is the trade-off between the
choice of the embedding dimension d and the discriminative
power of the embeddings. Similar to the related concept in
LDA [44], a small d would only discriminate between classes
that are already easily separable in the data. In contrast, a
larger d would require a greater m which in turn inflates the
number of parameters in the DNN. To understand this trade-off
with respect to overall performance, we conduct an empirical
analysis by varying the embedding dimension d and number of
subsampled views m in Sec. V-B. Note that the lower bound
for the choice of m is trivial because we need at
√ least two
views to construct a covariance matrix: 2 ≤ m ≤ d.

V. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
where Σb and Σw are the between- and within-view covariances, respectively, across all views. From Eq. 5, recall the
We consider four datasets to evaluate our framework for
result: Rb = Rt − Rw . The rest follows through triangular in- audio and visual applications; the details of the task, views and
equalities. Observe that the ratio hΣb , WW> i/hΣw , WW> i classes are summarized in Table I. We chose these datasets
is the optimal ρ∗ estimated from the unknown total number to assess our method in two distinct multiclass settings: (1)
of views M . Moreover, note that the two trace terms are uniform distribution and (2) variable number of views per
sums of normalized eigenvalues and hence positive. Thus class. In Table I, the DCASE-2018 and the SCD datasets
hΣb , WW> i , hΣw , WW> i ∈ [1, d].
we considered are audio/speech datasets while ModelNet and
Next, we need to bound the two norms δw = kRw − Σw k MultiPIE are image datasets. The input to our model is either a
and δt = kRt − Σt k. In the statement of the theorem, high-dimensional feature representation (log mel-band energies
note that the multiview data matrix X was rearranged as in the case of audio/speech) or the raw image.
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TABLE I
S UMMARY OF DATASETS USED FOR BENCHMARKING OUR PROPOSED

METHOD .

Dataset

Task

No. classes

No. views

View distribution

Subsampling?

DCASE-2018 [48]
ModelNet [49]
MultiPIE [50]
SCD [51]

Multi-channel audio activity classification (Sec. V-A)
View-invariant object classification (Sec. V-B)
Pose-invariant face recognition (Sec. V-C)
Spoken word classification (Sec. V-D)

9 activities
40 objects
129 subjects
30 words

7 mics
12, 80 angles
15 poses
1868 speakers

uniform
uniform
uniform
non-uniform

no
yes
yes
yes

All models were trained in a view-agnostic manner. The
only information we use while training the models is that a
subsampled set of views correspond to the same underlying
event. Our experiments and subsequent evaluations were
designed to assess the three questions that are challenging
in multiview settings: (1) how do the models perform when
they are trained in a view-agnostic manner? (2) Are they
robust for both views seen during training as well as not seen
during training? and (3) Does our proposed view-subsampling
approach generalize to incorporate data from a large number
of views?
For all experiments, the embedding layer (see green block in
Fig. 2) was constrained to have a unit l2 norm consistent with
our assumption in theorem IV.1. The DNN models were trained
at a batch level by minimizing the loss 1−ρM (see Eq. 4) using
SGD (learning rate=0.01, momentum=0.9 and decay=10−6 ).
We experimented with both ReLU and sigmoid functions
for the convolution and fully-connected layers and found
that sigmoid activation yielded a smaller loss at convergence.
To determine model convergence, we applied early stopping
criteria, i.e., stop training if the loss at the end of a training
epoch did not decrease by 10−3 for 5 consecutive epochs. In
each experiment, the subnetwork architecture was chosen to
ensure a fair comparison with the corresponding baselines. The
dimension of the embedding layer was tuned on a held-out
development set. After convergence, we extract embeddings
(for evaluation) from only one of the subnetworks (which is
randomly chosen). We did not observe significant changes
in performance when a different subnetwork was chosen for
inference or when the embeddings from all subnetworks were
averaged. This behavior is expected as the MV-CORR loss
ensures that the embeddings from the last layer are highly
correlated with each other (see simulations in Supplementary
methods S3). All models were implemented in TensorFlow [52]
and trained on a GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU. The related code
and resources have been made publicly available1 .
A. Multi-channel audio activity classification
As discussed in Sec. I, multi-channel audio recordings collected in a constrained space can be used to learn embeddings
of the underlying audio activities in a self-supervised fashion.
To this end, we experimented with the SINS audio database [53]
for detection of daily activities in a home. Specifically, we used
the dataset and baseline models released as part of Task-5 in
DCASE 2018 Challenge [48]. It contains audio recordings
segmented at 10 second intervals of one person living in
a vacation home over a period of one week. Data from 7
1 MV-CORR

code/resources: sail.usc.edu/∼somandep/projects/multiview

vacuum
absence
dishwashing
eating
socialactivity

watching
TV

working

cooking

other

Fig. 3. t-SNE visualization of the embeddings learnt on the multi-channel
audio data. The nine classes are watching-TV ( ), absence ( ), working ( ),
vacuum(–), dishwashing (×), eating (|), social-activity ( ), cooking ( ) and
others ( ). See demo for an interactive version

microphone arrays in the combined living room and kitchen
area were used. We refer the reader to the DCASE website2
for the floor-plan of the recorded environment along with the
position of the sensors.
In total, the train and test sets each contained about 73,000
samples of 10 second audio segments from 7 mics. The training
set included data from 4 mics. Along with held-out data from
the 4 mics, the test set also included data from the remaining
3 mics, not seen during training. This data partition provided
a good test-bed to evaluate if our framework generalizes to
unseen views (mics). The organizers of DCASE retained audio
segments that recorded only one activity. As such, this task
is multi-class (see Fig. 3 for the nine activity labels) and
not multilabel classification. As input, we use the 40 × 501
dimensional features of log mel-band energies corresponding
to the 10s audio segments provided by the DCASE organizers.
1) Model and baselines: As shown in Fig. 2, we use identical
subnetworks to model data from each view. As the number
of views in the training set were only four, we do not require
subsampling of the views. The overall model included four
subnetworks of identical 1D convolutional networks, each with
same architecture as the baseline model [48] with one notable
change: no softmax layer at the end (as our model is not
supervised with the labels available). Thus, the result is a
2 DCASE-2018

Task 5: Monitoring Domestic Activities
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TABLE II
P ERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF MULTI - CHANNEL ACOUSTIC ACTIVITY
CLASSIFICATION ON THE DCASE DATASET.
Microphone type

Clustering task

Accuracy (%)

Seen during
training

Activity
Channel

77.4
5.12

Unseen during
training

Activity
Channel

76.2
6.01

64-dimensional embedding at the last layer. This choice of
architecture ensured a fair comparison with the baseline.
The models were trained as follows: First, the train set was
split into a 60-40 partition where the 40% split was held out for
additional supervised adaptation of the embeddings learnt on
the 60% split. At each training iteration, four audio segments
with the same time-stamp were sampled at random, i.e., the
samples in a batch fed to a certain subnetwork may come
from different mics. Thus, the training was view-agnostic. On
the 40% split, a linear multiclass SVM was trained with the
resulting embeddings as input. Evaluation was performed on
the test set, consistent with the baseline [48].
2) Performance evaluation: We assess the discriminability
of the multiview embeddings, both qualitatively using tSNE [54] and quantitatively with unsupervised clustering.
As shown in Fig. 3, the multiview embeddings without any
additional supervision uncover the structure of the underlying
acoustic activities. Activities such as watching-TV, vacuum,
social activity (chatter), cooking, and dishwashing cluster well
as they have distinct acoustic features. Other activities such
as absence, working and eating have a relatively low acoustic
energy and are harder to distinguish from each other without
additional supervision.
We expect the shared subspace estimated from our multiview
embeddings to ‘wash out’ the variability associated with the
different mics but retain the information about the audio events.
To assess this quantitatively, we apply k-means clustering [55]
on the embeddings extracted on the test-set in two settings:
(1) cluster into 9 groups and evaluate with activity labels (2)
cluster into 7 groups and evaluate with mic labels. The former
would show how effective our embeddings are at classifying
the acoustic activities and the latter quantifies how much
information about the mic type is still retained.
As shown in the Table II, the clustering performance3 for
identifying the acoustic activity is significantly higher4 than
for discriminating between the mics. This result supports the
central idea of our framework: MV-CORR learns embeddings
discriminative of the underlying semantic class by successfully
uncorrelating the view information (mic type) from the class
information (acoustic activity). Additionally, there was no
significant difference in performance for activity classification
(See bold numbers in Table II) between seen and unseen
mics5 . This shows that our method is robust to views not seen
during training. Finally, supervised adaptation of the multiview
embeddings using SVM yielded a macro-average F score of
3 Clustering

accuracy estimated with Kuhn’s Hungarian method [56].
test n = 105 , p  0.001
5 Permutation test n = 105 , p = 0.09
4 Permutation

⍴i→1

1.0

⍴(M)

-0.4

Tra
ini

ng

ite
ra

tio
n

s

rte
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alu
nv
ige

es

de

Fig. 4. Distribution of the magnitude of eigenvalues during MV-CORR training.
As training progresses more eigenvalues approach the maximum value of 1,
thereby discovering more directions of separability in the data.

87.6% which was significantly greater than that of the baseline
84.5% (permutation test n = 105 , p < 0.01) reported in [48].
This suggests that the multiview embeddings can robustly
capture the shared information across different mics compared
to end-to-end supervised models.
3) Why are the embeddings discriminative?: Recall the
loss function from Eq. 4. Notice that the orthonormal matrix
W jointly diagonalizes the two covariance matrices, Rb and
Rw . Thus, if Rw is invertible, the generalized eigenvalues ρ(i)
correspond to the eigenvalues of R−1
w Rb . As a result, we can
rewrite the objective ρM as the average over the d eigenvalues:
d

ρM

1 X (i)
=
ρ
d i=1

s.t.

− 1 ≤ ρ(i) ≤ 1

(7)

To interpret these eigenvalues, we look at two related formulations: the original work of Fisher’s linear discriminant [44]
used in LDA and inter-set correlation [6]. Both approaches
solve a GEV problem for the ratio of variance matrices and
analyze the eigenvalues to understand the separability of the
semantic classes in the data. Thus, eigenvalues closer to 1
represent directions-of-separability in the data and contribute
to a higher multiview correlation objective. As more eigenvalues
approach 1, the lower-dimensional subspace can discriminate
better between a larger set of the underlying semantic classes.
We visualize the magnitude of the generalized eigenvalues ρ(i)
at each training iteration as shown in Fig. 4. As the model
training evolves, the number of positive eigenvalues increases
and a larger number of eigenvalues approach 1—resulting in
embeddings discriminative of underlying classes in the data.
B. View-invariant object classification
In the previous experiment, we showed that timesynchronized audio recordings can be used to learn a robust
representation of the underlying events. In a similar vein, we
consider view-invariant object recognition using 2D images, but
acquired at more than ten angles requiring subsampling of the
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TABLE III
ACCURACY OF CLUSTERING FOR SEEN AND UNSEEN VIEWS . SD COMPUTED
FROM TEN TRIALS . B OLD INDICATES SIGNIFICANTLY HIGHER ACCURACY.

80

Dataset/Model

70

√
m < d, d = 40
60
d = 16
d = 32
d = 40
d = 64

50
2

3
4
5
7
View bootstrap sample size m

9

Ours

Supervised

V-12

seen
unseen

82.9 ± 0.5
82.1 ± 0.7

88.7 ± 1.2
81.5 ± 0.9

V-80

seen
unseen

84.2 ± 0.4
85.7 ± 1.1

89.2 ± 1.4
80.3 ± 1.5

2) From the 20 CAD models in the test set, create separate
test-sets for views seen and unseen during training.
3) Apply k-means algorithm (number of clusters=40) on
the embeddings obtained from a different model for each
trial and evaluate on the seen and unseen test splits.

As a baseline, we train a fully supervised CNN in a viewFig. 5. Clustering accuracy of unseen views for different choices of embedding- agnostic fashion with same architecture as that of our subnetdimension d and number of views subsampled m. Notice that the best clustering work. This baseline provides an upper bound for view-agnostic
performance is achieved for d = 40 and a subsample of m = 5 views, performance as it is fully supervised end-to-end.
consistent with the bounds from our theoretical analysis.
2) Performance evaluation: First, we examine the clustering
3
accuracy
for different choices of m and d on the test-set of
views during training. We use Princeton ModelNet dataset [49]
unseen
views
in V-12. As shown in Fig. 5, we found that
to classify the object type from 2D images acquired at multiple
d
=
40
with
the
number of subnetworks m = 5 gave
√ the best
view points. We use the train/test splits for the 40-class subset
performance.
Consistent
with
our
theory,
m
>
d did not
6
provided in their website . Each class has 100 CAD models
improve
the
performance
further.
The
dip
in
performance
for
(80/20 for train/test) with 2D images (100 × 100px) rendered
m
≥
7
maybe
due
to
the
limited
data
for
training
a
larger
in two settings by [57]: V-12: 12 views by placing virtual
cameras at 30 degree intervals around the consistent upright network. Then, we compare the clustering performance of the
position of an object and V-80: 80 views rendered by placing chosen model on the test set for the views seen and unseen
the supervised baseline.
20 cameras pointed towards the object centroid and rotating during training, as well as with
7
We
observed
no
significant
difference
between the accuracy
at 0, 90, 180, 270 degrees along the axis passing through the
for
seen
and
unseen
views
across
the
ten
trials (see ‘Ours’ in
camera and the object centroid.
Table
III).
While
the
corresponding
supervised
models trained
1) Model and baselines: As shown in Fig. 2, we use identical
end-to-end
generally
performed
better
than
our
method, they
subnetworks to model the data from each view. The number
performed
significantly
poorer
for
views
not
seen
during trainof subnetworks is equal to m which denotes the number of
ing.
Particularly,
in
V-80,
our
model
performed
significantly
views subsampled. We use a 3-block VGG architecture [58]
as illustrated in the inset in Fig. 2. To reduce the number of better than the supervised baseline for views not seen during
trainable parameters, we use global average pooling after the training, reflecting that our multiview modeling is robust to
last layer instead of vectorizing its activations before passing unseen views, when a densely sampled and larger number of
them to a embedding layer of d neurons. The result from our views are available. This result is consistent with observations
theoretical analysis in Theorem IV.1 establishes an upper bound of “view-discrepancy” in supervised methods [11] when there is
on the relation between d and m in case of view bootstrapping. a mismatch between the training/test views as these methods do
In order to evaluate this relation empirically we trained the not explicitly maximize the information from the corresponding
models over a range of hyper-parameters: m = [2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9] views as we do in our proposed method. To evaluate our
and d = [16, 32, 40, 64]. During training, at each iteration, we framework in a supervised setting, we trained a MV-CORR
randomly sample m images belonging to the same class (object model (m = 5, d = 40) on data from 40 out of the 80
type) without the knowledge of the angle at which the image CAD models in the V-12 train set. Embeddings extracted from
was acquired or the CAD model from which the image was the remaining 40 CAD models were used to train a 2-layer
generated. The different samples in a batch may not necessarily fully connected DNN (a sigmoid layer of 80 neurons and a
belong to the same object type. Thus, the training process is softmax layer of 40 neurons) to classify the object category.
Classification accuracy and mean average precision (mAP)
semi-supervised and view-agnostic.
were used to evaluate the recognition and retrieval tasks. For
To setup a view-agnostic evaluation from the ModelNet data,
baseline, we compare our method with the ModelNet leaderwe create ten trials by repeating the following process:
board6 .
1) Using a random seed, pick 50% of the views—i.e., 6
We highlight our results in reference to the state-of-the-art
views for V-12 and 40 for V-80—from the 80 CAD (SOTA) for this application (see bold numbers in Table IV)
models in the train set to create a train split.
which serve as the upper bound of performance6 . We also
6 3D

object dataset and leader-board: modelnet.cs.princeton.edu

7 Significance

testing using Mann-Whitney U test at α = 0.05
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TABLE IV
3D

TABLE V

OBJECT RECOGNITION AND RETRIEVAL COMPARISON WITH OTHER
METHODS . B OLD INDICATES STATE - OF - THE - ART RESULTS .

1-NN

MATCHING ACCURACY COMPARISON FOR POSE - INVARIANT FACE
RECOGNITION . B OLD INDICATES THE BEST PERFORMING MODEL

Method

Acc.

mAP

Method

15◦

30◦

45◦

60◦

75◦

Avg.

Loop-view CNN [61]
HyperGraph NN [62]
Factor GAN [59]
MVCNN [57]
Ours + 2-layer DNN

0.94
0.97
0.86
0.90
0.94

0.93
0.80
0.89

GMLDA
GMMFA
DCCA
Ours

92.6
92.7
82.4
95.7

80.9
81.1
79.5
93.1

64.4
64.7
73.2
94.5

32.3
32.6
62.3
92.3

28.4
28.6
51.7
91.1

59.7
59.9
69.8
93.3

[10] of 129 subjects common to all four sessions as test
compare with other widely used, competitive methods such data and remaining 120 subjects in session 01 for training.
as domain-invariant applications of GAN [59] and multiview For performance evaluation, we use 1-NN matching with
CNN for object recognition [60]. As shown in Table IV, normalized euclidean distance similarity score as the metric.
although MV-CORR is view-agnostic, it outperforms GAN- The gallery consisted of face images of 129 individuals in
based methods (Factor GAN) and end-to-end supervised models frontal pose and frontal lighting and the remaining images
(MVCNN) which need the view information in modeling. from all poses and lighting conditions were used as probes.
With respect to the SOTA, MV-CORR performs within 4% All images were cropped to contain only the face and resized
points for recognition and retrieval tasks. Note that the SOTA to 100 × 100 pixels. No face alignment was performed.
methods we compare with are specifically designed for 3D
1) Model and baselines: For our model architecture, we first
object recognition, leveraging the view acquisition information choose m = 2 subnetworks and examine the MV-CORR value
as well as the available 3D CAD models. For example, Loop- at convergence for different embedding dimension d. Based
view CNN [61] maps the 2D images into a point cloud using on this, we pick d = 64. Following our observations in the
the acquisition parameters and HyperGraph-NN [62] explicitly object classification task, we choose m = 4 subnetworks. The
models the angle of acquisition. In contrast, MV-CORR yields subnetwork architecture is the same as before (See inset Fig. 2)
comparable performance with these methods while not using During training, we sample with replacement, m face images
the view information, which in practice may not be available. per individual agnostic to the pose or lighting condition. For
Incorporating view-specific information within the MV-CORR matching experiments, we extract embeddings from a single
framework is an open question for future work.
randomly chosen subnetwork. For baseline, we train deep
In all experiments, we observed that the bound for the CCA (DCCA [18]) using its implementation8 with the same
maximum number of subnetworks in practice
is better than subnetwork architecture as ours. We trained separate DCCA
√
the theoretical bound, i.e. m ≈ d2/5 < d. The choice of models for five poses: 15, 30, 45, 60, and 75 degrees. While
m only depends on d and not the larger set of views M : a training the two subnetworks in DCCA, we sample face images
useful property to have in practical settings where M maybe of subjects across all lighting conditions with a frontal pose for
unknown. The embedding dimension d however, needs to be one subnetwork and images of a specific pose for the second.
tuned as it depends on the intra- and inter-class variabilities This matches the testing conditions where we only have frontal
associated with the inputs. The choice of d also depends on pose images in the gallery. During testing, we use the posethe complexity of the downstream task and the number of specific subnetwork to extract embeddings. We also compare
semantic classes in a dataset.
our method with two other variants of GMA: GMLDA and
GMMFA by using the results reported in [10].
We also conducted a second set of experiments as described
C. Pose-invariant face recognition
in [11] to compare the performance of face recognition
In the previous experiment, we evaluated our framework across pose, i.e., the view corresponding to 0◦ is used as
with a focus on the performance of seen vs. unseen views the gallery image and the remaining 12 views (−90◦ through
during training, but all the object types were seen during 90◦ in steps of 15◦ ) were used as probe images. The subjects
training. In this experiment, we test the usefulness of our were partitioned into train-test sets as described in [11] and
embeddings to recognize classes not seen in training. To this evaluated using rank-1 recognition rate for fair comparison.
end, we apply our framework for face recognition where the This experiment serves as a good benchmark to assess “view
goal is to learn a person’s identity from face image invariant to discrepancy” when the view information of the probe and
different presentations such as pose, illumination, expression, gallery image are different. In our case, the m = 4 subnetworks
and background. Multiview learning frameworks that are view- with d = 64 embeddings are trained in a view-agnostic fashion.
agnostic and scale to a large number of views are attractive We report the average recognition rate across the 12 views for
for this application as they can robustly capture the shared comparison with MvDN and related methods.
information across different variations of a person’s face
2) Performance evaluation: As shown in Table V, our model
without knowing how the images were acquired.
successfully matches at least 90% of the probe images to the
We use the Multi-PIE database [50] which includes face frontal faces in the gallery, across all poses. The performance
images of 337 subjects in 15 different poses, 20 lighting drop across different poses was also minimal compared to a
conditions and 6 expressions in 4 sessions. For comparison
8 Deep-CCA code: github.com/VahidooX/DeepCCA
with baseline, we use a similar train/test split as in GMA
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0.7

0.802
0.811
0.837
0.838
0.887
0.910

0.6

Average

PLS + LDA [63]
MCCA + LDA [63]
MvDA [24]
GMA [10]
MvDN [11]
Ours

Average class acc. = 0.66

0.5

Method

Clustering accuracy (acc.) per speech command

RECOGNITION RATE ACROSS DIFFERENT VIEW ANGLES
IN THE M ULTI -PIE DATASET

0.8

TABLE VI
AVERAGE RANK -1

dog
go
tree
left
on
off
up
three
cat
bed
seven
eight
four
five
right
two
down
stop
six
nine
yes
house
no
bird
one
marvin
sheila
zero
wow
happy

0.4

pairwise method such as DCCA, which assumes that the pose
of a probe image is available in testing conditions. However, the
view-agnostic benefit of our method and the Multi-PIE dataset
need to be viewed in the context of the broader research domain
of face recognition. Methods such as MvDA [24], [11] which
build view-specific transformations, have shown nearly 100%
face recognition rates on Multi-PIE when the pose information
of the probe and gallery images was known (See Table 3 in Fig. 6. Performance of MV-CORR for spoken word recognition in SCD
[11]). However, their performance drops when examining the in this domain [66]. Building upon this work, here we analyze
performance of recognition where the probe and gallery image spoken-word recognition in SCD in a greater detail. Specifically,
are of different view angles. The average face recognition rate we are interested in the performance MV-CORR in the case
across the 12 view angles is shown in Table VI. In this case, of variable number of views per class. Thus, we analyze the
our method performs better than baselines on average across performance of each word with respect to the number of unique
the view angles, highlighting the benefit of our view-agnostic speakers (views) available for that word.
training approach. Other methods such as MvDN [11] suffer
As input, we use the 64 × 98 dimensional log-mel features
from “view discrepancy” when the probe and gallery images corresponding to the 1s audio recordings per feature extraction
are not the same.
described in [12]. We choose m = 4 subnetworks (See
Furthermore, the face images in this dataset were acquired inset Fig. 2 for the architecture) to obtain 64-dimensional
in strictly controlled conditions. While it serves as an effective embeddings. Of the 1868 speakers, we use 1000 speakers for
test-bed for benchmarking, we must consider other sources of training and the remaining for testing to ensure that we only
noise for robust face recognition besides pose and lighting [64]. test on speakers (views) not seen during training. To assess
We have also explored MV-CORR for robust face recognition generalizability to unseen classes, we create three folds by
in-the-wild towards character diarization in movies i.e., auto- including 20 words for training and the remaining 10 words
matically determining who appeared when. Our preliminary for testing. The models are trained in a semi-supervised fashion
results are presented in [65].
as described in V-B1. We use the k-means algorithm to cluster
the embeddings for the test splits with the number of clusters
D. Spoken word classification
set to 10.
2) Performance evaluation: The per-class accuracy3 from
The experiments thus far show that our framework is
competitive with respect to existing benchmarks on data the clustering task is shown in Fig. 6. The average number of
acquired in controlled conditions. The datasets considered thus speakers across the thirty commands was 400.3 ± 52.5 which
far have the same number of views per class, i.e., a uniform underscores that number of views available per class is highly
distribution of views, although the number of samples per variable. We observed a minimal association (Spearman rank
class may be variable. In practical settings, we often have correlation = 0.12) between the number of unique speakers
to deal with a variable number of views per class. To study per word and the per-class accuracy scores—suggesting that
our framework in this context, we evaluate MV-CORR for MV-CORR can work effectively with a variable number of
spoken word recognition using the publicly available Speech views per class. However, it is difficult to disambiguate this
result from the complexity of the downstream learning task.
Commands Dataset (SCD, [51]).
1) Models and baselines: SCD includes 1 second audio That is, we may need more number of speakers (views) for
recordings from over 1800 speakers saying one or more certain words to account for higher inter-class variability (e.g.,
of 30 commands such as “On” and “Off”. The different similar sounding words such as “on” vs. “off” or “tree” vs.
speakers saying the same word can be treated as multiple “three”) and intra-class variability (e.g., different pronunciations
views to obtain discriminative embeddings of the speech of a word or the acoustic background).
commands invariant to the speaker (view). We have studied
Finally, in the context of domain adaptation for experiments
the application of MV-CORR for spoken-word recognition and with SCD, we compare MV-CORR with two recent domain
text-dependent speaker recognition in SCD in our previous adversarial learning methods: domain adversarial networks
work [12]. Our previous results showed improved performance (DAN, [67]) and cross-gradient training (CrossGrad, [68]). The
for speaker recognition task compared to the state-of-the-art central idea of these methods is to achieve domain invariance by
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TABLE VII
C OMPARISON OF MV-CORR

FRAMEWORK WITH DOMAIN ADVERSARIAL
METHODS

Method

DAN

CrossGrad

Ours + 2-layer DNN

Acc (%)

77.9

89.7

92.4

training models to perform better at classifying a label (word)
than at classifying the domain (view). Similar to our previous
experiments, we adapt our embeddings for a supervised setting
on a subset of 12 commands in SCD to compare with the results
in [10]. We first train the MV-CORR model of four subnetworks
using 500 speakers from the training set. We then obtain 64dimensional embeddings on the remaining 500 speakers and
train a 2-layer fully connected DNN (A sigmoid layer followed
by a softmax layer with 128 and 12 neurons respectively)
to classify the 12 commands, and test on the remaining 868
speakers. For baseline, we replicate the experiments for DAN
and CrossGrad using their publicly available code9 . We use
the same splits of 500 speakers each for training/development
and 868 speakers for testing. The classification accuracy of our
method and that of DAN and CrossGrad is shown in Table VII.
We observed a significant improvement10 over CrossGrad,
suggesting that a multiview formulation can be effectively
used for domain adaptation problems such as robust speech
recognition.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we explored a neural method based on
multiview correlation (MV-CORR) to capture the information
shared across large number of views by bootstrapping the data
from multiple views during training in a view-agnostic manner.
We discussed the theoretical guarantees of view bootstrapping
as applied to MV-CORR and derived an upper bound for
the number of views to subsample for a given embedding
dimension. Our experiments on multi-channel audio event
classification, view-invariant object classification and retrieval,
pose-invariant face recognition, and spoken word recognition
showed that our approach performs on par with competitive
methods in the respective domains. The results underscore
the applicability of our framework for large-scale practical
applications of multiview data, where we may not know how
multiple corresponding views were acquired. In future work,
we wish to extend the ideas of view-bootstrapping and related
theoretical analysis to the broader class of multiview and
multimodal learning problems.
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